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2 of 2 review helpful Interesting By Jeanie Womack Story of a young man isolated from neighbours and co workers 
who finds himself following a man who looks exactly like him wearing the same clothes his own height weight and 
build and even struggling with the same lick of hair that he has trouble keeping off his forehead He s carrying his 
briefcase He begins running through the last time he saw his briefcase wonder In the space of a breath what he thought 
was his life hellip shattered Grant Borrows has been Shifted in the silence between heartbeats his whole life 
fundamentally altered There s another man in the world wearing his face and living his life What s more the man 
staring back from his mirror is a stranger But the changes don t stop at skin level Inexplicably he s able to affect 
objects around him by simply thinking about them And as he soon learns he s beco From Booklist Parrish s latest 
opens upon a world so tilted people are shifted into new bodies while their old bodies and personalities proceed that it 
brings Philip K Dick to mind Gradually the Dick like 
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